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This letter has been written in response to the Scottish Government (“SG”) Finance Committee’s (“the 
Committee”) ‘Call for Evidence’ in connection with the proposed LBTT supplement on additional residential 
homes (“the LBTT Proposal”) as outlined in the Draft Budget 2016-17, announced on 16

th
 December 2015 by 

Deputy First Minister John Swinney. 
 
 

Background 
Some background of the respondent: 
 
- 33 years old 
- Born and lived in Scotland entire life 
- Investor in residential property in Scotland for over 10 years (does not include my main private residence) 
 
After a 10 year career in a professional capacity, in early 2015 I quit my position as an associate investment 
manager with one of Scotland’s largest listed asset managers to further pursue residential property 
investment full time, with a view to setting up my own business in the industry based in Edinburgh. 
 
 

Reasons For Response 
My core reasons for responding and supplying evidence is that the LBTT Proposal: 
 
-  Is not targeted and will therefore not ultimately help first time buyers (“FTB”) 
 
-  Will actually incentivise residential property investment in existing housing stock in the value band 
 dominated by FTB purchases (<£145,000), compared to higher value property purchases, hindering FTBs 
 
-  Will have a detrimental impact on residential property investment across the entire Scottish market 
 
-  Will have a detrimental impact on total tax receipt, both at central Government level and at a local level, 
 not just limited to Scottish residential property market, due to 
 i) reduction in investment in existing housing stock across all property tax band levels (either for 
 development or rental), therefore lower LBTT receipts, 
 ii) associated knock-on effects of reduced investment are less work for the sub-sectors reliant on the 
 investment market, i.e. lower fees for property managers, lawyers, surveyors, accountants, skilled trades, 
 as well as lower VAT, corporation tax, employer NICs and PAYE income tax from the above, and, 
 iii) lower disposable income from all in section ii), meaning local economies are be impacted through 
 reduced consumption 
 
Owing to my age, I have friends who are currently prospective FTBs and therefore my evidence is intended 
to influence SG and in turn help them. 
 
As an investor in the market, my evidence is also intended to highlight the hugely negative impact the LBTT 
Proposal will have on my future intentions to carry on business/investment in Scotland. As I am only one of a 
substantial number of investors/developers in the country, I suspect my concerns are not isolated in opinion. 
  



Response 
 
Direct Impact on My Future Business 
The recent announcements in 2015 by both SG and UK Government (“UKG”) regarding: i) proposed 
supplements to LBTT (SDLT in England, Wales and Northern Ireland) for additional homes, and ii) the 
reduction in ability to deduct finance costs related to residential property from taxable income, have both 
severely dented my confidence in the sector, and my future appetite to continue with pursing a business 
within it. 
 
The LBTT Proposal has also made me question the continuation of holding my current residential property 
investments and whether my capital could be better invested elsewhere outside of Scotland / the UK, to the 
financial detriment of both regions. Together with the continual (almost annual) changes in regulation on 
safety standards in the private rented sector (“PRS”), and recently announced changes to tenancy law via 
the Private Housing (Tenancies) Bill, being an investor in residential property in Scotland is quickly becoming 
untenable. 
 
The owner of any business or investment will not remain in business nor continue to hold their asset if it is 
not sufficiently attractive or worthwhile to do so. The owner is risking their own livelihood and capital in order 
to make a living/return (both of which are taxed). When there are enough negative influences which make 
the business/investment unattractive or even loss making, they will divest / liquidate. 
 
Conflicting Messages for Residential Property Investors 
Quoting Deputy First Minister John Swinney on announcing the 2016/17 budget on 16 December 2015, “We 
will achieve these aims by ensuring Scotland is the best place in the UK to do business by focusing on 
innovation, skills and investment”. (1. Source: SG - December 2015). 
 
This statement is misleading, since measures to introduce the LBTT Proposal will considerably increase the 
costs of privately funded investment in residential property. 
 
Again quoting Deputy First Minister John Swinney announcing the 2016/17 budget on 16 December 2015, 
“We are therefore taking action to avoid the likely distortions which will arise in Scotland from the new UK 
SDLT surcharge on the purchase of additional properties – including buy-to-let and second homes – which 
could make it more attractive to invest in such properties in Scotland compared to other parts of the UK”. 
(2. Source: SG - December 2015). 
 
It is astounding that the Deputy First Minister wants to take action to avoid distortions, “...which could make it 
more attractive to invest in such properties in Scotland...”. My belief is that making investment in Scotland 
more attractive is what Scotland will benefit from. His assertions also contradict his earlier statement about, 
“ensuring Scotland is the best place in the UK to do business”. 
 
Reliance on Private Investment in Residential Property Sector 
As noted in the minutes of the SG Finance Committee’s Land and Building Transaction Tax Stakeholder 
meeting held on 8 January 2016, one point was made noting, “around 70% of PRS properties are owned by 
small-scale landlords who let out 5 or fewer properties, and these landlords account for 95% of the total 
number of PRS landlords”. 
(3. Source: SG - January 2016) 
 
At a time when trends in population growth, demographics, lack of public sector capital expenditure on house 
building, and rising property values, are all leading to increases in rental demand (see below), the approach 
of both the SG and UKG to continually target the residential property investor and PRS with increased 
taxation is counter intuitive. 
 
Public funds for a wide scale building plan for social housing are not seen as forthcoming any time soon, and 
if the private sector is disincentivised to invest in and supply rentable housing stock (which is clearly in 
demand) by increased taxation, who do the SG contend will provide such housing stock? 
  



Demand vs Supply 
The SG’s (and UKG’s) objective with the LBTT Proposal is to make sure that first time buyers have the 
greatest possible chance to enter the housing market, so instead of introducing a supplementary tax on the 
whole sector, I believe their efforts should be focused on incentivising the increase in new housing (dwelling) 
supply, and/or increasing the housing density of that supply. 
 
If population growth and demographic trends mean that demand currently (and is projected to continue to) 
outstrips supply, influencing either supply or demand for new dwellings is required. 
 
Demand 
The combination of population growth and demographic trends both increase demand for new dwellings in 
Scotland, regardless of whether they are for main residences or PRS. 
 
Population Growth: Scotland’s population growth in the year to June 2014 (latest figures compiled/published) 
was 19,900 (up 0.37% on c.5.327m people in 2012-13). Net migration into Scotland of 17,600 was the major 
driver for this growth in population. (4. Source: National Records of Scotland - April 2015) 
 
Demographic Trends: The population of Scotland is ageing and living longer, and the number of households 
is increasing, due to more people living alone or choosing to live in smaller dwellings. (5. Source: National Records 

of Scotland – 2014,  6. Source: National Records of Scotland – July 2015) 
 
My presumption is that the SG does not want to restrain population growth by introducing any negative 
measures to reduce inward migration or birth control. Equally, I also presume that it does not want to 
constrain the life of anyone by introducing any negative measures to reduce their life expectancy or dictate 
whether they can live in a certain size of home. 
 
SG’s core purpose is outlined: “to create a more successful country, with opportunities for all of Scotland to 
flourish, through increasing sustainable economic growth”. I therefore do not believe that SG’s aim is to 
reduce the population or growth in population. (7. Source: SG - January 2016) 
 
An increasing demand for new dwellings is therefore expected to continue as the population increases. If the 
SG wants Scotland to flourish, it might look to (or have to encourage, e.g. regarding an ageing population) 
an increase in Scotland’s population, in order to drive sustainable economic growth or even just to maintain 
its current tax receipts. 
 
Supply 
New Dwelling Supply: 16,110 of new house supply (new build, refurbishment, conversions - across all 
sectors (public/private sales, local authority management)) was reported in the same period as the above 
population statistics (year to June 2014). (8. Source: SG - June 2015) 
 
Public Sector: The ‘Right to Buy’ of social housing and decades of reduced public capital investment has led 
to public sector authority housing levels continually declining. New dwellings financed by public funds 
therefore barely restore housing stock that is ‘lost’ through the Right to Buy or through dilapidation and unfit 
for human habitation stock. (9. Source: SG - 2015) 
 
It is presumed that the appetite for public finances to be used for building new dwellings continues to be 
relatively low when compared to the private sector. Only 33% of the 16,110 new houses supplied in 2013/14 
were from local authorities or housing associations (7% from local authorities). (8. Source: SG - June 2015) 
 
Private investment is therefore highly likely to be required to satisfy the increase in new homes that are 
required (demand led). Demand is likely to be split between those looking for main residences and those 
looking to rent. Increasing tax (i.e. the LBTT Proposal) across the entire residential property market will 
decrease confidence overall and will therefore deter investment in the new build sector at exactly the time 
when it needs it. 
  



Why The LBTT Proposal Is Flawed and Does Not Help but Hinder FTBs  
Quoting the SG’s (and UKG’s) objective to, “make sure that first time buyers have the greatest possible 
chance to enter the housing market“, I would strongly urge SG to reconsider their current stance on the 
LBTT Proposal, since it is not targeted or focused to the area in which it is aiming to help. (2. Source: SG - 

December 2015). 
 
The LBTT Proposal, as well as other changes in taxation, will directly affect anyone aspiring to buy or invest 
in the Scottish residential property and the PRS sector out with their main residence, regardless of the value 
of the property they are intending to purchase. 
 
The aim of the LBTT Proposal is to help FTBs, so surely it should be solely focused on helping FTBs, rather 
than jeopardising investment across the whole spectrum of the market? 
 
The average cost of a FTB home in Scotland in 2015 was c.£133,000, and during the period August to 
November 2015, 55% of FTBs purchased homes in Scotland had a value of £125,000 or below. (10. Source: 

Halifax - January 2016) 
 
Although these statistics tell us that a typical FTB can only afford a property with value of £133,000, the 
LBTT Proposal will penalise anyone who invests in an additional home at every valuation level in the market, 
including levels way above what a typical FTB can afford. 
 
The current LBTT Proposal by the SG is certainly not “proportionate and fair” (quoting John Swinney), it is 
not targeted to benefit FTBs, and it is discriminatory against those aspiring to invest in the sector as a whole 
(i.e. at higher value levels than FTBs can afford). (2. Source: SG - December 2015) 
 
Anyone having the ability to invest in residential property does not proportionately mean they have the ability 
to absorb/pay for higher sums in tax. Conversely paying higher tax will mean they have less capital to invest, 
will therefore be forced to purchase properties of lower value, and will therefore be more likely to compete 
with FTBs on lower value property purchases. 
 
The following is a worked example of how the LBTT Proposal will not be punitive enough for investors 
looking at the typical FTB property value. It also shows how it will make property purchases at higher 
valuation levels (those out of reach of FTBs) more punitive for investors. 
 
The LBTT Proposal actually incentivises investors to buy properties at FTB value levels: 
 
 

 
  

Current

Property Value / Purchase Price 133,000 A 399,000 A 665,000 A

Typical Minimum Deposit Required by Investor (20% of Value) 26,600 B 79,800 B 133,000 B

Current LBTT on Additional Property 0 C 13,250 C 39,850 C

=> Total Current Equity Investment Required from Investor 26,600 D = (B + C) 93,050 D = (B + C) 172,850 D = (B + C)

Equity Investment as % of Value of Property 20% E = D / A 23% E = D / A 26% E = D / A

LBTT Payable as % of Total Required Equity Investment 0% F = C / D 14% F = C / D 23% F = C / D

Proposed

Proposed LBTT on Additional Property 3,990 G 25,220 G 59,800 G

=> Total Proposed Equity Investment Required from Investor 30,590 H = (B + G) 105,020 H = (B + G) 192,800 H = (B + G)

Equity Investment as % of Value of Property 23% I = H / A 26% I = H / A 29% I = H / A

LBTT Payable as % of Total Required Equity Investment 13% K = G / H 24% K = G / H 31% K = G / H

Increase in LBTT due to Proposal 3,990 J = G - C 11,970 J = G - C 19,950 J = G - C

Proposed LBTT Payable Buying 3x Average 1 Bed FTB Properties 11,970

Proposed LBTT Payable Buying 5x Average 1 Bed FTB Properties 19,950

Difference in Proposed LBTT Paid on Buying Higher Band Property 13,250 39,850

vs Equivalent Paid on 3x / 5x Average Priced FTB Properties

Average 1 Bed FTB 

Property (Scotland)

Typical 4 Bed 

Student Rental 

(Edinburgh)

Typical Run-Down 

Townhouse 

(Edinburgh)



Based on an investor who requires a minimum equity deposit of 20% of the value of the property they are 
purchasing, for the average FTB value of property (£133,000), 13% (£3,990) of their total equity requirement 
(£30,590) will be for LBTT under the new proposals. This is a £3,990 increase in LBTT compared to now. 
 
For a PRS investor looking to purchase property at levels way above the affordability of the average FTB, for 
example a typical 4 bed student flat in Edinburgh (£399,000 – i.e. 3x the value of the average FTB property), 
24% (£25,220) of their total equity requirement (£105,020) will be for LBTT under the new proposals. This is 
a £11,970 increase in LBTT compared to now. 
 
For an developer looking to purchase a typical run-down Edinburgh townhouse that requires complete 
renovation and/or conversion in order to bring up to a habitable standard (£665,000 – i.e. 5x the value of the 
average FTB property), 31% (£59,800) of their total equity requirement (£192,800) will be LBTT under the 
new proposals. This is a £19,950 increase in LBTT compared to now. 
 
Investor Choices: Multiple FTB Value Properties or Single Higher Value Property 
An investor clearly has the choice of where they allocate their capital. They could purchase three average 
FTB priced properties for the same outlay as one 4 bed student flat (3 * £133,000 = £399,000), or five 
average FTB priced properties for the same outlay as one run-down Edinburgh townhouse (5 * £133,000 = 
£665,000). 
 
The investor would pay £13,250 more in LBTT under the LBTT Proposal by buying the 4 bed student flat, 
than they would if they chose to buy three average FTB priced properties. 
 
Similarly, the investor would pay £39,850 more in LBTT under the LBTT Proposal by buying the townhouse 
than they would if they chose to buy five average FTB priced properties. 
 
In both of the above scenarios from an initial outlay/investment perspective, the majority of investors would 
choose to purchase multiple FTB average priced properties in order to save the huge additional outlays of 
the LBTT Proposal. 
 
This demonstrates that the LBTT Proposal is actually counterproductive, in not only deterring investment in 
all property valuation bands, but actually incentivising investment in properties within the average FTB 
price band. 
 
Proposed Alternative 
As Scotland has different demographics, housing stock, and house valuations compared to the rest of the 
UK, my suggestion as an alternative to the LBTT Proposal would be to think differently from the UKG and not 
follow their lead on implementing additional home LBTT across the whole market. 
 
This would continue, if not increase Scotland’s attractiveness to residential property market and its PRS 
investors, whilst still allowing first time buyers as strong a position as possible to make their first purchase. 
 
According to the latest available official figures from HMRC in 2014 (LBTT figures for a full year (2015) were 
not available since it was only introduced in April 2015), c.56% of all residential property transactions in 
Scotland in 2014 were of a value between £40,000 and £150,000 (c.53,000 of a total of c.94,000 
transactions). (11. Source: HMRC - June 2015) 

  
Since: i) the first threshold in Scotland for paying LBTT (on a principle residence) is £145,000, ii) over half of 
Scotland’s property transactions take place in this tax band, and iii) 55% of FTBs purchase property at 
£125,000 in value and below, it would make much more sense to tax this band (£0 - £145,000, denoted, “the 
FTB Band”) in such a way as to deter additional home buyers/investors in continuing to invest in the current 
housing stock in this area of the market only. 
 
Deterring investors in the FTB Band would have to be sufficient enough to curb investment, such as 
implementing a rate of say 10% on additional home purchases in the FTB Band, therefore a maximum of 
£14,500 tax would be payable in this band. A more radical proposal could be to simply not allow anyone 
other than FTBs to purchase property costing £145,000 or less. 
 
Adding supplementary tax to additional Scottish home purchases above £145,000, when the average FTB 
buyer can only afford £133,000, does not make sense. Solely targeting additional home investment in the 
FTB Band (and no other band above it) would be the most effective way of assisting FTBs. Targeting any 
other band will deter investment into the sector as a whole and conversely, may prompt investors to liquidate 
their existing holdings from the market.  



Knock-on Effects of Proposed Alternative and Possible Resolutions 
There is a growing PRS requirement for 1 or 2 bed housing in the FTB Band so doing anything to curb 
investment will ultimately have a knock on effect in the supply of sufficient rental properties in this market. 
 
Introducing a targeted additional home LBTT charge for the FTB Band would mean that existing housing 
stock in this band would be unattractive to prospective PRS investors in that band. FTBs would therefore 
only be competing against each other for this existing housing stock going forward. 
 
In order to satisfy investor’s interest in FTB Band property for the rental market, and in turn satisfy the PRS 
demand for such rental housing, incentivisation measures for new build housing/flats through exempting the 
additional 10% FTB Band LBTT on “build to rent” schemes for 1 or 2 bed housing valued in the FTB Band 
should be implemented. 
 
Tax Receipts 
SG estimates that the LBTT Proposal will raise between £17m and £29m in 2016-17. According to the latest 
available official figures (HMRC), residential property transactions in Scotland in 2014 between £40,000 and 
£150,000 totalled c.£5.034bn. (5. Source: HMRC - June 2015) 
 
Assuming investment activity (i.e. additional home purchases) were to drop drastically if a proposed 10% tax 
on the FTB band were to be introduced (i.e. only 5% of future transactions below £145,000 were attributable 
to additional home investors compared to 2014 – extremely prudent), investors would contribute c.£25m to 
Revenue Scotland by way of the 10% additional home purchase LBTT rate. 
 
Calculation: 5% * c.£5.034bn = c.£252m investor transactions in FTB Band, taxed at 10% = c.£25.2m tax 
 
The prospective tax receipt from the alternative proposal is in the mid range of the Finance Committee’s 
estimate for tax receipts from SG’s current LBTT Proposal. 
 
Fairness / Proportion 
Residential property and PRS investors already provide their fair share of tax via income tax on net profit, 
capital gains tax on chargeable gains on sale, as well as contributing a vast array of tax from property 
purchases, property development and annual management services (see below). 
 
Additional tax across the whole spectrum of property valuations, as outlined in the LBTT Proposal, when the 
target is to help FTBs, will prompt PRS investors to shun new investment into the sector. 
 
Together with the other negative factors currently being proposed (as noted above – reduction in tax relief on 
mortgage interest), the LBTT Proposal may prompt investors to sell up entirely, thus decimating the PRS 
stock of properties. Alternatively, negative factors will force investors wishing to retain their properties to 
charge more for rent which will exacerbate current rental affordability. 
 
Current Contributions to Public Finances Which Will be Lost due to LBTT Proposal 
 

Deterring investment into the sector through the LBTT Proposal will reduce the following taxes: 
 
- Income Tax paid on property investor net profits 
 

- Capital Gains Tax paid on property investor gains made through sale of property 
 
Property Purchasing 
 

- Solicitor, Surveyor, Mortgage Broker, Mortgage Provider fees 
 

A proportion of the above fees are undoubtedly used by the Companies to pay for: i) corporation tax, ii) 
employer NICs, and iii) employer wages, which have income tax deducted. Post tax employer wages are 
also spent on the local Scottish economy by consumption 
 

- VAT on Solicitor, Surveyor, and Mortgage Broker fees 
- Current LBTT 
  



Property Development 
 

- Skilled Trades: Scaffolder, Roofer, Builder, Joiner, Plumber, Electrician, Plasterer, Decorator, Gardener  
 

A proportion of the above fees are undoubtedly used by the Companies to pay for: i) corporation tax, ii) 
employer NICs, and iii) employer wages, which have income tax deducted. Post tax employer wages are 
also spent on the local Scottish economy by consumption 
 

- VAT on fees where skilled trades are registered (the majority are) 
- VAT on materials used to renovate/develop properties 
 
Ongoing Property Letting - Professional 
 

- Residential Property Manager, Accountant, HMO Licence, Landlord Insurance fees 
 

A proportion of the above fees are undoubtedly used by the Companies to pay for: i) corporation tax, ii) 
employer NICs, and iii) employer wages, which have income tax deducted. Post tax employer wages are 
also spent on the local Scottish economy by consumption 
 

- VAT on Residential Property Manager, Accountant, HMO Licence, Landlord Insurance fees 
 
Ongoing Property Letting - Skilled 
 

- Skilled Trades: Scaffolder, Roofer, Builder, Joiner, Plumber, Electrician, Plasterer, Decorator, Gardener  
 

A proportion of the above fees are undoubtedly used by the Companies to pay for: i) corporation tax, ii) 
employer NICs, and iii) employer wages, which have income tax deducted. Post tax employer wages are 
also spent on the local Scottish economy by consumption 
 

- VAT on fees where skilled trades are registered (the majority are) 
- VAT on materials used to repair/replace furniture, fixtures and fittings 
  



Conclusion 
I would strongly urge SG to reconsider their current stance on the LBTT Proposal, since it is not targeted or 
focused to the area in which it is aiming to help. 
 
The key aim of the LBTT Proposal as noted by SG is to, “make sure that first time buyers have the greatest 
possible chance to enter the housing market“ 
 
In contrast, the LBTT Proposal is counterproductive and not only incentivises investment in properties within 
the FTB Band, but deters investment across all property valuation bands. 
 
Any changes to LBTT should be constructed to assist FTBs, while not jeopardising investment across the 
whole spectrum of the market. 
 
The LBTT Proposal in its current form will directly affect anyone aspiring to buy or invest in the Scottish 
residential property market and the PRS sector out with their main residence, regardless of the value of the 
property they are intending to purchase. 
 
If the desire is to assist FTBs, it would make much more sense to tax additional home purchases in the FTB 
Band only, in such a way as to deter continuing investment in the current housing stock solely in this area of 
the market. 
 
 
I welcome your response to the points raised in my evidence and I would like to know what evidence you 
receive from other investors in the Scottish Property Market. 
 
Please be aware that this letter is being sent to associations concerned with the Scottish Property Market as 
well as Scottish Media Outlets, so please consider it to be in the public domain. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Martin Payne 
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3. Source: SG - January 2016 
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http://www.gov.scot/Topics/People/Equality/Equalities/DataGrid/Age/AgePopMig 
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http://www.gov.scot/About/Performance/Strategic-Objectives 
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9. Source: SG - 2015 
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10. Source: Halifax - January 2016 
http://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/globalassets/documents/media/press-releases/halifax/2016/160111-first-time-buyer-annual-review-
final.pdf 

 
11. Source: HMRC - June 2015 
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